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"The Balkans - azoneof peace, understandirg and cooperation,
Under this title took place on May 516 2ol8 an international anti-fascist conference in Belgrade invited by theserbian veteran association suBNoR. Among th. 

"t_t;"*Àately 
roo guJr 

"ftrr. 
conference were eleven dif-ferent national delegations from all states or6tÀ.t'f"t"ri""a,!-* íruÀir, Greece, Hungary Bulgaria andrepresentatives of the International Federation of Resisiance Fighters irru -'

The importance of this meeting in Serbia was demonstrated by-lhe presence and greetings of two ministers ofthe Serbian government.?t ry ópening of the .;f.t;;;, 
"r 

*![ 
"r 

I u.""àiÀpoise frofi t"r*ir]o' and printmedia' The presence of the Gualds Ràgiment of the serbian TTy at-tle ;oini'wreath-l"yrrrg ceremony at the"Monumenfto the Liberators" of l944:war 
"lro " Ii."t t..ig"ition of this meeting.

DuSan Òukié, President of suBNoR and vilmos Hanti, Pres-ident of FIR, spoke at the opening of the con-ference. The memory of the common historicat *a foliii.J;;i; ;t;;Jìi.i.o"e. Most of the speakers re_minded of NATo and the Bundeswehr's attack in 199ì9 b*"kilt i"t*l"uri"rì",1.qa- of the partisan struggleand the political conclusions to be drawn from these.u.rrtr- for today. Almost all delegations endeavored tohighlight their'hational shard'in the liberation struggle. At the r*. t'i-., ia;;, clear that the anti-fascist tra-ditions of Yugoslavia are still aliv-e, despite all efforts éirattrcribe history.1hur,,h.=.,i;;ffifi;il"" rejectedall attacks on this memory and the *iry fot-r oitrirtoiì.iir."ision in the various countries.

Related to the issues of the present, the cooperation was much more complicated. The comrades of suBNoRtried to find a balance between different positions. That this was.at lhe e'xpe;; of 'he political clarity of thefinal declaration cannol lt :yltt:ing. Its iolitical vat". *ur r"ore in the jo^iir signirrg uy all eleven delegations.The continuation of these conlacts ùas agreed. TharwoJd be a big *ú fiJ; ilore peaceful development inthe Balkans.



Excerpt from the draft statement

The organizations that have gathered together here take pride in the antifascist tradition and underline the

nec.rsity to fight against growing fascist ideologies and those that are promoting them in the modern world.

Anyone'who imrio fakfo history, to justiff eql such as fascism is effectively relativizing the crimes commit-

tJ rft" duty of all free-tliinking, ptoip"sírn forces in whose ranks we march on-firmly igJo give their full

contributioíto th. defense of thé iivilízing values and bright prospects for the modern world and new gener-

ations.
We must endeavor to raise awareness of the necessity of preserving and promotilg the monuments and rele-

vant historical sources *fti.f, are lasting reminders of the antifascistl struggle and fascist atrocities and victims'

Antifascist organizations have an important role to play and never to falter in the fight Y"g:* *tah+ available

a.r"".r"ii. 
"tia 

pofiu.J means, *o6ili"ittg in the proé.s a broadest possible fronf against the neofascist evil.

Peace movement today more important than ever!

The FIR welcomes the various activities of the German peace movement and the Peace forces in other coun-

tries on these Easter holidays. As United Nations ,,Ambassadors of Peace', the FIR and its member federations

have been working for decades to overcome the East-West conflict, to achieve comprehensive disarmament

and to eliminate th. ."or., of war. However, we are currently experiencing that the action of the Peace mo-

vement is more necessarY than ever:

For months, the political debate in the NATO countries has demanded that all countries should raise their arms

budget to the extreme sum of 2% of gross domestic product. In many cases, this means a doubling of the costs

of preparing for war. In additi-
on, the transfer of further mi-
litary units to the eastern areas

of NATO is announced, which
is clearly directed against Rus-

sia.

The FIR calls on all states to
join the peacekeePers' de-

mand for,,disarmament rather

than rearmament". We see an

important positive signal in
Russian President Putin's an-

nouncement that Russia will
lowering the armaments bud-
get in real terms.

The international situation is

currently increasinglY strained

bythe speculative claims of the
British government in the case

of Skripal. Without real evi- 
-dence, the Russian government is accused of attempting to kill. Dangerous gestures and the e:rpulsion of Russi-

an diplomats from rro*.roo, NATo-affiliated states are severely straining international relations. The political

..rpùr. of the Russian government is used as a pretext for further escalation by the NATo countries.

me rn cals on all governments to return to the lath of normat diptomacy, to engage in serious dialogues, and

to avoid escalation within European communications.

In particular, the peace movement calls for its Easter actions to end immediatdthe illegal -tlij"ry operation

of the ftrkish government in the north of Syria, contrar),to international law. It is not acceptable that a reacti-

onary regime ,1d., the guise of NATO approval wages war on foreign territories, breaking the sovereignty of
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the Syrian state, against those who succeed the fight against the common enemy of the peoples, the so-called
,,IS-Islamic State".

If the international community sees it as a task to combat the threat of reactionary IS-associations, then the
states must also take a clear position against the Turkish military action against the Yezidi people in Afrin.
The FIR calls the Turkish government to stop the war on Syrian territory and the international community to
stop supporting politically such military aggression.

In this sense, the actions of the peace movement in these days and weeks are more urgent than ever.

Appeal of the Russian Union of Veterans (RW) to peoples, veterans and all antifascist
forces - forces of good will in the world

For RIJV, veterans of Russia of all generations, the sudden massive missile strike inflicted by the NATO clique
led by the US on April 14 at 4.00 Moscow time on the objects of Spia vividly revived the historical memory on
1une22,1941, when also at 4.00 the fascist regime of Hitler suddenlyattacked the Soviet Union, and the blood
of innocent civilians, children and the elderly of our people was shed.
May be, the US population has saved its history from such bloody trials, and even in some European countries
even veterans, obviously, began to forget about these facts. But for us, veterans of the country which smashed
fascism, we cannot forget the history. The current leaders at the helm of the United States, Britain and France,
in fact are the continuers of the ideas of fascism, the exclusivity of one's own nation, which, at their will, is
allowed to create lawlessness and shed blood of innocent people an)ryhere in the world. Now, any country on
the planet Earth must understand that at any moment it can also be under such a sudden blow, according to a
completely invented proposal, which has nothing to do with reality.

Veterans of Russia, behind whom have been the hardest trials of the Great Patriotic and World War II, the
defense of our country's interests-in civil wars and armed conflicts, and in the years of the Cold War, ensuring
the nuclear and military parlty of our country with the entire ,,NATO coalition" are more sensitive than othei
layers of the world's population, and feel a threat to the security of Russia and all progressive mankind, caused
by international terrorism, the policy of various embargoes and sanctions carried out by Western countries led
by the United States.
Veterans of Russia fully share the position of our President, Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin, who called the at-
t",.k * act of aggression against a sovereign state, a violation of the norms of the UN Charter and the principles
of international law. Th9 US ,,by its actions" further aggravates the humanitarian catastrophe in Syria, brings
suffering to the peaceful population, in fact, indulges the terrorists who have been tormenting the Syrian peó-
ple for seven years, provoking a new wave of refugees from this country and the region as a whole. ,,

Using a staged chemical attack organized by British intelligence agencies, the US in the company with its sat-
ellites is readyto go to anylie and misinformation of its own population and the entire world community and
under cover of this lie to inflict an unauthorized missile strike on Syria's sovereign territory. Syria's air defense
forces, armed with not only new, but effective Russian means, have now further strengthened the image of the
reliability of fusgiqr weapons and achieved the greatest result in our time, knocking down 7Lo/o of theattacking
missiles. Such a failure of the US missile attack and their accomplices was not expected in the world.
In fact, this is a triumph of Russian weapons, and Russian military-technical science has received real practice
of their combat use.
The failure of the coalition strike on Syria is the beginning of the decline of the US military hegemony in the
world: the Yugoslav and lraqi-Libyan scenario will no longer pass. The world reaction to the incident shows
that punitive operations under a far-fetched pretext lead to the opposite results, which the organizers counted
on.

Veterans of the Russian Union of Veterans appeal to all people, veterans and all antifascist forces - forces
of good will in the world: Don't grve up to a world fire!
The degradation of one country can be the beginning of the same against many countries and peoples and
even whole continents!
The World can be easily set under nuclear fire, but it will be impossible to stop the destruction of world
human civilization!
Unite your efforts and stop confrontation development for the future of all people of the earth!
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No honoring the Latvian Waffen-SS!

Also in 2018, March 16 took place in the Latvian capital Riga - as every year since 1991 - a march in honor of
the Latvian units of the Waffen-Ss, combined with a divinelervice, a march of honor and a flag-lined rally on

the Freedom Monument.
LaMa, alongwith Estonia, Lithuania, Ukraine and Bulgaria, is one of the Eastern E-uropean states where Waffen

SS units anà other anti-Semitic death squads collaborating with the Nazis are celebrated as national idols, al-

though these units were responsible for mass murders. An éssential part of the Latvian SS-Legi.ol were the Lat-

vianiolice and special corimandos, who murdered thousands of Iewish women, men and children together

with îhe German-Wehrmacht, the SS and the SD and also carried out further extermination actions and mass

shootings. These honors happen with state toleration and partly open support by authorities.

The annual Riga "March of Honor" is therefore an outrageous provocation for the families of the victims of
the Latvian poiic. and SS units and for the ]ewish, Russian-speaking and other minorities in the country. It-is

not only.otitt"ry to the basic values of the European Un-ion, whosè other advantages the Latvian state gladly

accepts, but is alio a provocation towards the Russian Federation and thus a threat to peace in Europe.

For several years, Latvian and European anti-fascists have been trying to protest in Riga aglinst these forms of
historical revisionism. The reactiorrof the Latvian authorities was massive, and anti-fascist demonstrators were

*U;.a.a to considerable reprisals (telephone surveillance, travel restrictions even on EU citizens, government

harassment, police arbitrariness, state interference in hotels and event-companies). This also applie{ to sup-

porters .ttirring from Germany and other countries. Some were-denied entryat the airport or were.deportjd
nttd.t police d"td to the Lithuanian border. Russian veterans-who-arrived bybus were detained at the border

until the end"of the commemoration march and subsequently refused entry. Nevertheless, members of the

WN-BdA and other member federations of the International Federation of Resistance Fighters (FIR) in Riga

and other European cities also protested to Latvian embassies and consulates against the glorification of Nazi

collaborators and mass murderers.
In Greece, several dozen veterans of the PEAEA presented a clearlyworded protest note to the Latvian Embas-

sy in Athens. In Italy and Hungary protests also took place_in front of embassies and consulates. In Ggrmany

th.r. *er. actions in Berlin, B-remén and other cities-. In Frankfurt / M. Ulli Nissen (SPD MdB) and Horst

Schmitthenner (IG Metall / Studienkreis) spoke.
The anti-fascists appealed to the states of the EU to influence the LaMan government to reject such historical

revisionist tendeniies. But here there are only a few readiness for criticism. The Russian Foreign Ministry also

demanded a clear criticism of the annual rallies in the Latvian capital.

The LaMan government is quite impressed by these protests. On the one hand, the embassy.is spread-ing "ex-

pertise" abou"t the Latvian SSvoluntèers who àcqui! tÀem of war crimes and present them as "Latvian freedom

hghters'l On the other hand, a a'Russian journalist" contacted the WN who wanted to knowwhether-the trips

tJRiga would be paid by Rossotrudnichéstwo (the Russian foreign association, U.Sch.). Apparently they were

despàrately looking for nproof" that the protests in Riga were controlled by Russia.

Ulrich schneider, Secretary General of the FIR



Latvian Anti-fascists started an petition against SS-marching

The leader of the Latvian Association <Against Nazism> (LAC) fanis Kuzins submitted to the European Parlia-
ment a petition to impose sanctions against residents, politicians and EU officials, as well as against sponsors
of political parties, which organize and Finance the event or demonstration <veterans-Nazis>>, as well as take
part in them. This writes Sputnik Latvia.

In particular, Kuzins requires that the restrictive measures apply to organizations as well as individual coun-
tries, have expressed ideas of fascism indirectly. A public figure has to form a group of representatives of dif-
ferent States that define modern ideas and symbols similar to Nazi ideology. Their initiative Kuzins binds with
the possible creation of <anti-Nazi Magnitsky lisb.

According to him, to get the sanctions have not only fascist slogans and symbols as such, but is such according
to the contents of signs and slogans. As an example, the difference of the name and content of cousins leads
the LaMan Legion of the Waffen SS, which is simply called <LaMan Legion>, as well as Ukrainian SS division
<Galichinau called the division <Galicio, without mentioning her relationship to the Waffen-SS.

The European Parliament will begin consideration of the petition in May.

Also the memory becomes more difficult
Greeting words of Heinz Siefritz, Financial Secretary of the FIR, on the 23rd Federal Delegation Day of the
Austrian KZ-Verband / VdA in February 2018 in Vienna

2Dli,atall memorial sites and in manyEuropean cities was commemorated the 70th anniversaryof liberation.
However, the promises of "never again" are forgotten by many. The pure historicization of the memorial sites

according to the motto: "Yes, there was something" or "Yes, somethiog has happened" continues. No wonder
that many see these places only as wreath-dropping place. Nevertheless, we have reasons to reminder and many
current events to remember and commemorate at manv sites - researched and documented - where horror
has happened.

Unfortunately, the reality has written even worse conditions on the sheet. In your beautiful country, the FPÒ
and the ÒVP are reunit-
ing. And letb face it. The
policy is since the entry
of the FPÓ into the gov-
ernment strongly deter-
mined by their ideas.

But they certainly have
many proponents in the
óvp.
But not only in Austria.
Everywhere in Europe
and also in other re-
gions of the world, the
right-wing populists are

increasingly winning
elections and influenc-
ing politics. Their right
wests are getting cheek-
ier and louder. Due to
this current political situation, the FIR is concerned with the right wing development in Europe,
In the Baltic States, in Hungary and elsewhere in Eastern Europe, the own SS units are still being blatantly
or increasingly glorified as the real heroes, but the resistance fighters are being defiled as traitors. There, as

in Hungary, the honorary monuments of the Red Army are attacked. In part, this has already happened. In
Ukraine, the fascist forces in government and so_ciety are openly acclaimed and supported.



The terror has not only come closer to us. No, we are in the focus of the terrorists. Can that surprise us? Are

western industrialized countries and capital not always exploiting the resources of other countries and the

oceans? And do we not always send our partly toxic garbage to many parts of the world? We speak and yet at

least we demand of the fair participation in the wealth of these countries and people. But our garbage is cer-

tainly not a fair participation.
Let us speak of participation in wealth. Dealing with refugees and asylum seekers in Christian Europe is con-

trary to all ideas of a just world. The UN and EU human rights charters have landed in the garbage. The fact

that our world has become less peaceful and that more and more wars are waging unimaginable cruelty is an

expression of this injustice.
We are still very busy dealing with history. It is operated lively historical revisionism and falsification of history.

Not only are we experiencing ideological attacks, but also the practical destruction and desecration of memori-

al sites commemorating the Liberators and the Resistance women and men is a bitter reality in many European

countries. The lack of history and ignorance in politics and the media is frightening.

Parliamentary election in Hungary 20f 8

On the morning of the day after the elections, it seems that thc rulin-g coalition Pgty, FIDESZ-KDNP has won

a two-thirds màlority in the parliament; its leader Viktor Orbrín will be ."lTg the country.for the third time
consecutivety arid overall it biing his fourth cycle of governing. From ?010, he transformed the country from
a plural dembcracy into a semi-Juthoritarian iystem under thé control of a single party'. With a constitutional
màjoriry he hereinafter, has the opportunity to adopt further changes to the constitution according to his in-
tentions.

The mournful performance of the opposition has several reasons. On the one hand it rs very d-ivid9d. On the

other hand, FIbESZ modified and wrote the election law in its own interest, paving the way for the uneven

conditions that presided in the elections. Throughout the vast majority of the country, the- press is in the

hands of those vèry close to the government. Orbrín built his campaign on an enemy, on a multicultural force

that attacks the Wist, where - aJdepicted on pictures - Muslim immigrants are savages and where traditional
family and Christian values are subject to constant attack. He has been using the Goebbels method for some

time íow. Gyórgy Soros, a Jewish búlionaire of Hungarian origin, was made a scaP-egoat who interv.ened in the

life of HungàryIÀ.cording to a survey, some peoplè thought Gy-órgy Soros would be running T |lt. Hungar-

ian parliam-etti".y electioris, because images o?trim - depÉting him as the enemy-- were posted all across the

.or-tty. Orbrín based his campaign on u-ttder infolming along with playing out the fears and instincts of the

people. The centralized government media magnified or simply misrepresented the situation of migrants in a
i"trà *"y. In the absencJof other media, the Hungarian people were led to believe that Muslim refugees go on

rampages and rape women.

During the campaign, Orbón has threatened those who do not support his policy, mentioning a list of 2,000

peoplJ The civiiorlanizations that were constantly put under pressure face-an even darker time. In his _foreign
politics, he spoke ùarmly about the Polish or autocratic Turkish leaders who have similar principles. He was

constantly bésmirching the European Union, declaring it as an enem-y of the state, all the while accepting vast

amounts bf gU funds-that allocated mostly to Orbón's relatives and acquaintances. Corruption has reached

enonnous dimensions in Hungary. Surprisingty, Orbrín's team responded peculiarly, claiming that their aim is

to establish the Hungarian capftalstworld. TSyearsafter the militarydefeat of fascism, Orbón created a mutat-
ed fascist system fanaticizing masses.

Orbrín's victory and methods are expected to serve as examples for politicians who think in a similar way,

primarily for Éoland, where the party in power is openly copying his methods. lopeful1y, Orban's victory will
hnaly awaken the democratic Wèstern leaders and the European Parliament(EuP). Perhaps theywill be aware

of what MEASZ (The Hungarian Federation of Resistance Fighters and Antifascists) has hfen s"Itng for a long
time now - that Orbón's golernanc. is a threat to the rule of law, the free press, but most of all to the millions of
people who are not following him. After recognizing this, the EUP will hopefully launch significant actions. It
inoùta strive to organize serious projects with non-governmental organizations, such as the FIR, whose exist-

ing traditional network and expeitise can effectively frght against threats jeopardizing the rule of law.

Vilmos Hanti
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Athens: Public protest against German policy

On April 27,the anniversary of the Third Reich's invasion of Greece the antifascist structures based of PEAEA
and the social network for German Reparation to Greece organized a mass rally and a protest in front of the
German Embassy. Several hundred people, veterans, descendants, antifaschists of todaÉ generations and po-
litical supporters from Germanyf. e. Prof. Christoph Schminck - Gustavus (Universityof Bremen) participated
in a demonstration and manifestation in front of the German Embassy and the Syntagma-place at the Monu-
ment of the unknown soldier. The idea to hand over a resolution to the German Ambassador failed because of
his absence. Therefor the participants fixed the text at the door of the Embassy.

A week before PEAEA and the social network for German Reparation to Greece organized with the Society of
Greek Archaeologists a public event concerning the struggle and the demand to return in Greece the stolen by
the Nazis archaeological treasures. Such activities are important signals in the struggle for |ustice and Compen-
sation, ]ustice and Reparation.

Last year on Distomo - day in Kassel (Germany), the president of Greek Republic had a debate with a survivor
of Distomo. He promised in this discussion to follow the interests of the victims for reparation. Until now, there
are no signals for activities on this topic. So the antifascist forces from various European countries must be
active, to bring this topic to the floor again. FIR will support all ideas for a common action on European level
concerning the issue of German Reparations to Greece.

See fu rther information on http s: //holo caust. grlned27 -4 - 1 8 /

SuppoÉ the political work of the International Federation of Resistance (FlR) -
Association of Antifascist!

The politicalwork of international anti-fascist organization requires large resources.
Since civil society organizations do not have national or institutional grants, the organization
depends on contributions and donations.

Bank-account: Postbank Berlin IBAN DE 04 1001 0010 0543 0541 07, Owner: FIR
Donations from foreign countries only with IBAN DE 04 1001 0010 0543 0541 07 and
SWIFT-BIG: PBNKDEF
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Historical commemoration on transnational level
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The antifascist resistance fight and the fascist terror-re-
gime were not limited by the national frontiers. Two
transnational projects of commemoration facing Ger-
many and Belgium resp. Germany and Netherland
were doing their jobs on this topic.

In Wégimont (Belgium) took place a historical-polit-
ical conference on the topic of the racial concept of
"SS-Lebensborn'. (see poster left)

In Petkum (East-Groningen) three new memorial
plates were presented - remembering the helpers for
refugees of the International Red Helper and the Com-
munist Party of Netherland. In cooperation with the
illegal KPD Emden they were able to organize a clan-
destine crossing the border for German antifascists and
people they were refugees from other reasons.

This project "Vluchtroutes - Fluchtwege" works since
2016 and proposes to erect further memorial plates in
the future.
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Commemoration in Belarus and Slovakia

Slovakia - Kalnó nad Hronom

Vilmos Hanti, President of FIR and MEASZ was in
Kólna (Slovakia - Kalnó nad Hronom) end of March
201 8, to celebrate the victory of the 2. Ukraine's front
73 yearc ago.

It was a ceremony together with the Slovakian veter-
an organization SZPB. Representatives of the Slo-
vakian government, local authorities and reprsenta-
tives of the army attended this ceremony.

Together with Vilmos Hanti SZPB president Seckar
was a speaker.

more than 600 villages and small towns in the
occupied Belarussian SSR.

Leffer of the president of FIR
On the occasion of the 75th anniversary of the
1943 massacre committed by the Nazi German
troops and its local collaborators on March 22,
against the innocent inhabitants in the village of
Hatyn in Belarus,I would like to emphasize my
deep sorrow and condolences to the people of
Belarus on behalf of the International Federa-
tion of Resistance Fighters (FIR) - Association
of Antifascists as well as the Hungarian Fed-
eration of Resistance Fighters and Antifascists
(MEASZ). Your country was among those se-

verely hit by the occupation of Hitler's Germany.

The members of our antifascist organizations
never forget the memory of those brave soldiers
of the allied forces, the partisans and resistance
fighters who fought against fascism, defeated
the Nazi military machine. With the sacrifice
of their own lives they saved mankind from the
fascist peril and gave hope to build a better life
for the future generations.

Commemoration in Belarus

March 2018, Belarus commemorated in the
whole country the massacre of Hatyn 75 years
ago. In a message of President Lukashenko he
mentioned: "On March 22, 1943 the horror
came to the small villagdi
As military reaction against attacks of soviet
partisan units troops of SS forced the inhabi-
tants to go into a farm house, which was then
burned down by German soldiers. 150 people,
half of them children died in this massacre.

In World War II German soldiers destroyed



Dutch antifascists ask Ger:nan defense ministeq_to forbid Bundeswehrvisits to SS-grave-
yard in Holland

AMSTERDAM,29 March, 2018 - The Dutch antifascists' union AFVN-BvA has asked the German defense

minister Ursula Von der Leyen to forbid any further Bundeswehr visits to the largest nazi and SS-graveyard
in Holland, in Ysselsteyn (town of Venray), containing 31,000 nazi-graves of which about 6,000 for SS-men,
among them former Dutch. In surface, Ysselsteyn is the largest nazi-cemetery in Western Europa, surpassed
by numbers only by anazí- cemetery in Lommel (Belgium) that holds 35,000 nazi dead.

Actually, the minister has just published new guidelines for the way the Bundeswehr should handle the past, es-

pecially the nazi-past after there were a number of neonazi-incidents last year involving Bundeswehr-soldiers.
A delegation of Bundeswehr men andwomen takes part in the four-dayinternational walking event in Nimwe-
gen cafled'Walk of the Wolrd' or in Dutch 'Vierdaagsel During this period in IÙ over the last yeTs, the whole
éelegation always went to Ysselsteyn (town of Venray) in full military regalia to honour dead Wehrmacht and
SS-men, l")ottg flowers and saluting the dead.
The AFVN-BvA has also written an open letter to the president of the walking event, stressing that the delega-
tion should no longer be allowed to take part because of their misconduct.
The antifascists ultimately want this graveyard to be closed to all of the public, but a local society is raising
funds for a new visitors' center next to the graveyard, although according to the AFVN-BvA the number of
family members that visit this place has clearly dropped significantly over the last years.

The AFVN-BvA is a constituting member of the Fédération International des Résistants and cooperates with
the German Bund von Antifascisten und Antifascistinnen.

May 9, 2018 - Ceremonies and meetings for the ,Day of Victory" worldwide

Also this year, the Day of Liberation/ Day of Victorywas in all parts of the world reason for commemoration
and antifascist ceremonies. The greeting words of FIR was presented in various events - Partly translated in
Russian language - and well attended. Impressive is the balance of the activity "unforgotten regiment". This year
memorial marching happened not only in Russia and further European countries, but also from the American
continent, from Afiica and Asia came reports of impressive meetings commemorating those women and men,
who fought and sacrificed their life for their homelànd. Also in such countries, where political representatives
propagate a greater political distance to Russia, the people showed by participation a positive signal of com-
memoration.

In Berlin, Treptow Parh several thousand people gathered honoring the Soviet soldiers, who liberated Berlin
and smashed the fascist beast. This year a delegation from Moscow regional organization of the Russian Vet-
erans Association joined this event. Two veterans, who fought in the ranks of the Red Army in the battle of
Berlin, presented their experiences at the central manifestation.

During a warmly meeting with the General Secretary of FIR and further members of antifascist organizations
in the town hall of Alt-Treptow the delegations divided ideas, reported about their work and signed - as con-
crete result of cooperation - a common appeal of Russian Veterans and
FIR to the Polish Veterans and civil society to be active for preserving
the memorials of the liberators and the graveyards of militaryveterans.
Next time, this letter will be handed over to Polish organizations of sur-
vivors, veterans and state authorities.
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Obituary Chavdar Stoimenov

On behalf of the FIR, we would like to express to the Bulgarian anti-fascist comrades and the family of Chavdar
Stoimenov the deepest sympathy for the death of our comrade.

Chavdar was not only a respected Bulgarian anti-fascist. He was also an internationalist. Several times, we met
in memory of Georgi Dimitroffin Sofia. He himself supported activelythe work of our umbrella organization
as a member of the Executive Committee. It was also his support that FIR could held its sucessful congress in
Sofia years ago. We are indebted to him for this work.

His last contribution for the FIR was a reminder text on Velko Valkanov, former member of the FIR Honorary
Presidency. We are glad that the text was published in the last issue of the bulletin - an obituary also for Cha-
vdar Stoimenov.

Ceremony of the Miklós Radnóti Award in Budapest

The international day of antiracism, March 21 was honored with the annual ceremony of the Miklós Radnóti
Award. The Hungarian Federation of Resistance Fighters and Antifascists (MEASZ) presented the antiracist
award of Miklós Radnóti to such Hungarian public figures, who in their own fields have significantly contri-
buted to the fight against racism and discrimination. Among these advocates of humanism and tolerance are

artists, theatre directors and performers, town mayors, editorial staf, civil organizations, and university pro-
fessors.
Since 2001 more than 250 people have received this award. This year's award ceremony celebrated its 18ú occ-
asion in the Miklós Radnóti Cultural Center in the 13ù district of Budapest. The prizes were handed over by
Vilmos Hanti, the president of FIR and MEASZ.
The ceremony hosted performances by previous awardees of the Miklós Radnóti antiracist prize, among whom
the chief rabbi and a bishop delivered speeches.
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